Quick start Vaults:
Each discipline will create the 3d object on a
National Cad Standards layer.
https://www.nationalcadstandard.org/ncs6/

Vault drawn on NCS layer.

Checking “Use S.U.E…” will add a suffix “-QL-A
through -QL-D” and assign an accompanying
layer color to help quickly identify areas checked
for accuracy.

Vault drawn on NCS layer with S.U.E. Quality
Level B checked.

Creating a Vault Step by Step:

Step 3
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Step 7

Step 6
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Step 1: Fill in Length, Width, Height, Wall and Slab thicknesses and Elevation.
Step 2: Pick the Vault Insert Points on screen.
Step 3: Disable Constraints will prevent app from checking entries and attempt to draw the vault
regardless.
Step 4: Add Knock Outs if required (see “Adding Knock Outs Step by Step” below).
Step 5: Add Access if required (see “Adding Access Step by Step” below).
Step 6: Export the Vault to xml for sharing.
Step 7: Place the Vault.

Adding Knock Outs Step by Step:

Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 1:
Step 4:

Step 1: Fill in the dimension fields.
Step 2: Choose the side of the vault to place the knock out. No matter what side is chosen the center of
the knock out will always be placed from the left side (dimension J) and from the bottom of the vault
(dimension K).
Step 3: Click the “Place Knock Out” button.
Step 4: Click the “Return” button when all knock outs have been added.

Adding Access Step by Step:

Circular Access:

Step 1

Step 2

Note
Step 3

Step 4

Step 1: Choose “Circular” type of access.
Step 2: Fill in the dimension and Elevation fields. The app will add the wall thickness of the access
automatically depending on the inside diameter dimension.
Note: If a Civil 3D surface exists in the drawing the “Elev From Surface” button is enabled and the access
rim elevation can be set by picking a point on the surface.
Step 3: Click the “Place Access” button.
Step 4: Click the “Return” button when all Access’ have been added.

Rectangular Access:

Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:
Note
Step 4:
Step 1: Choose “Rectangular” type of access.
Step 2: Fill in the dimension and Elevation fields. The center of the rectangular access will be located by
dimensions “S” and “T”. The “S” dimension is taken from the first vault insert point and the “T”
dimension from the side of the vault. Dimension “U” is the access width parallel to the front face of the
vault and Dimension “V” is the access width parallel to the left and right sides of the vault.
Note: If a Civil 3D surface exists in the drawing the “Elev From Surface” button is enabled and the top of
access elevation can be set by picking a point on the surface.
Step 3: Click the “Place Access” button to add the access.
Step 4: Click the “Return” button when all Access’ have been added.

